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2. RELATED WORK
In order to contextualize our research, we discuss prior works in this
section. We categorized the works into two categories, discussing
robotic and digital means to enhance acoustic instruments.

2.1 Robotically Augmented Instruments
Research in robotic musicianship [16][22] explores systems that
automate musical instruments, sometimes utilizing them in musical
practices or performances, e.g. the Orchestrion [6] or AUTOMATICA
[9]. Robots for guitar include LEMUR [2], Z-Machines [11], and
instruments by Maywa Denki [5]. These systems use mechanical
actuations to create novel musical expressions that are different from
or impossible by regular means. However, the robots are designed to
be fully autonomous and replace human musicians.
In contrast, little effort has been invested in exploring human and
machine actions on the same musical instrument, at the same time –
the majority of existing works focused on piano [10][30][32][33]. The
prosthetic robotic arm for drumming [17] has two drum sticks attached
– one is controlled by the human drummer and the other one by a
machine. For the guitar, Ogata and colleagues [28] created a
hammering device that substitutes the plucking hand on the guitar. The
robot and a musician divide the task into left- and right- hand actions.
Robotar [7] presents the closest implementation to our system,
whereas its applications focused on prescript automation of fretting.
This reduces the agency of users, and most critically our system
attempts to amend this by a closed-loop interaction between humans
and the robot via real-time detection of fretting on the guitar.

Figure 2: The robot can reach the first two frets on the
guitar, where the location of each robotic finger can be
reconfigured. The resulting configuration can play chords
collaboratively with a musician or by itself.

Figure 3: Chords can be made by combining notes played
by the robot and a musician: left) an arpeggio pattern with
a chain of 2nd and 3rd intervals can be made easily that is
not reachable with bare hands, middle/right) convoluted or
unreachable chord shapes and variations can be made
easily together with the robot. The dots and arrows in
orange illustrate variations of each chord.
The current arrangement of robotic fingers covering the first two
frets is intended to assist in accessing 2nd and 6th intervals, that are
normally difficult due to the need of finger stretch. In the C major
configuration, five diatonic notes (F, B, E, A, C) can be selected. This
allows for playing C, G, Am, F chords by adding a few notes on the
third fret (figure 2 left). The E blues scale is supported by setting the
robot to play E7, A7add9, B7 chords by itself (figure 2 right). The
configuration is not limited to these scales, and a configuration for a
specific scale can be created by choosing robotic fingers with different
lengths.
A MIDI guitar is used to acquire information about a user’s activity
on the guitar. We connected the microcontroller to a guitar neck with
integrated resistive sensors on the fretboard (Fender by Squier Rock
Band controller) using an SPI interface, and the data gets streamed
back to our control software over serial. The overall latency between a
fretting event and data reception is within 5 ms, that is critical in
enabling real-time interaction with the robot. Upon reception, our
software interprets incoming MIDI signals from the guitar and
recognizes what notes are pressed by the user. Then, the software
collects information such as the notes currently pressed and the history
of notes.
The software matches these input events to a list of predefined
events, and drives the robot accordingly in order to complement what
the user is doing. An event can be simply a combination of notes, and
also can be a sequence of notes that signifies specific musical phrases.
In the current implementation, we maintain a list of note combinations
and/or sequences and their corresponding robotic fretting patterns. The
software compares the latest fretting events to the list, and determine
the robot’s following action. It can also utilize the information about
the current play head position in a backing track and so on, to further
diversify the robotic fretting patterns based on the musical context.

2.2 Digital Enhancement to Performances
Hyperinstruments describe a range of sensor and software systems that
expand the musical expressivity of acoustic instruments [24]. One of
those instruments, Hypercello, detects musicians’ finger movements,
wrist angle, and bow position, and uses these to drive its sonic output.
Its design is centered around the way an instrument is used naturally,
while providing an expanded palette of sound.
These days such systems are widely used or developed to increase
the expressivity of musical instruments. Matthew Bellamy uses his
custom guitar, Manson MB-1 [4], that has a MIDI screen controller.
Gong et al. [20] integrated capacitive touch sensing onto the top of a
ukulele for sonic control, Freed developed a similar system for finger
style guitar players [1] and Newton and his colleagues explored how
musicians would augment their instruments using electronics [26][27].
Apart from string instruments, keyboards have been designed with
extra control modalities through the use of soft material [8][23] or
fabric with embedded sensors [31]. Grace Leslie utilizes EEG to
generate sounds that blend into her flute performances [25]. From a
signal processing perspective, these systems afford means to “postprocess” the output of musical instruments, or add sound elements
outside the sonic dimension of those instruments.
Piano systems created by Yuksel et al. assist in a musician’s
performance within the sonic dimension of the piano [34][35]. Their
BRAAHMS system [34] assists a musician’s improvisation with a
harmonic addition or removal as a “pleasing enhancement” without
compromising the general direction of the music played. These
systems rather take the role of a cognitive assistant, only minimally
aiding the task in terms of their audio output.

3. IMPLEMENTATION

4. INTERACTION STRATEGIES

The prototype of Guitar Machine consists of a microcontroller and
five robotic finger units. The fingers are servomotors with a motor
horn designed to push on guitar strings. A 3D printed platform pressfits onto the guitar letting the mounted motors reach the first two or
three frets. The placement and dimension of each finger are fitted to
press the strings at the right angle and strength. The tips of the 3D
printed motor horns include an extrusion towards the guitar strings so
that they make vertical contact with the string.

Interactions with the robot include automating chord positions with the
robot while a human musician adds a melody on top, or moving the
robotic fingers in synchronization with the musician – in order to
collectively play complex phrases/chords that are normally
unachievable. The examples here include ones that a beginner can
utilize to practice relatively simple guitar phrases, as well as ones that
expand upon and beyond existing styles used in music.
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Figure 5: Dynamic root note change in our tapping
example. The lowest note (marked in red) on a single
tapping sequence changes according to the background
chord progression. This allows tapping patterns to have
more freedom and dynamics. The annotations on the notes
represent which finger is used for each note.

Figure 4: The robot guides the chord progression while
the musician can (a) make quick successions between
lead and backing portions, or (b) combine the portions,
to sound as if two guitars are playing at the same time.

notes in quick successions (video figure). This way the musician can
continuously have access to the overall progression of the music, while
focusing on the lead portion on the higher frets. This results in music
with two guitar lines closely coupled – the musician is empowered to
have decisions over multiple parts of the music without needing to
coordinate with another player.
This strategy differs from other ones in that the robot takes a
relatively lead role in the musical progression. However, it is important
to note that the particular setup of the guitar, in which fretting actions
are only embodied through the sound made by plucking actions,
allows for the musician to override or nullify the robot’s actions. This
way, the proposed human-robot interaction creates a room for the
musician to make creative decisions.

The possible maneuvers through such a human-robot interaction (or
interplay) are not limited to the presented ones, and are to showcase
different strategies when it comes to designing a musical pattern using
the additional robotic assistance. Also, please note that the examples
shown are particular to the configurations we have and are designed
for discussion, while more complex sequences will be possible with
an enhanced version of the system with increased number of actuators.

4.1 Complementary Chord Construction
Figure 3 illustrates a few extended chord patterns devised through our
system, where widespread notes that are not easily accessible can be
played together with the help of the robot. The boxes represent the
fretboard of the guitar from the head side, where the greyed areas are
covered by the robot. Chords can be made at a distinct note
configuration, or arpeggio patterns with stacks of 2nd and 3rd interval
increment can be played with ease.
Once a few notes are pressed by a user, our software will find what
the intended chord would be, and complement the action by playing
the rest of the notes. The same strategy can be used for constructing
simple chords (figure 2 left) for users of relatively low skill level,
where only one or two notes from C, G, or F chords are required to be
played by the user. This setup is used in a user study later introduced
in this paper. This responsive action by the robot is a critical part in our
design, as it allows users to follow their own pace as well as to
experiment freely with different sequences – instead of following a
preset progression. We used simple one-to-one mappings between
user and robotic fretting in the user study and in the demonstration, but
the software can also take the planned chord progression into account
to adaptively decide resulting actions by the robot.
The benefit of hybrid chord construction is not only the possibility
to create complex note combinations, but also that one can easily
switch individual notes in an already held chord. For example, the
Fadd9(b5) chord shown is technically accessible if a musician has a
large hand span. However, switching between the flat 5th and major 3rd
notes (arrows in the figure), or between major 7th and 9th notes (arrows
in the figure), still requires shuffling multiple fingers at the same time.
Our system can greatly simplify these transitions, in other words, it
makes utilizing or exploring such variations of chords more accessible
and natural. We also observed in our user study that beginner-level
participants tried adding notes outside the chord progression they were
instructed to play.

4.3 Complementary Melody Lines
Figure 5 shows an example of changing root notes in a four-notes
tapping pattern – using both left and right hands for
pulling/hammering on the guitar neck. This example is designed
to demonstrate how notes played by the robot can interleave with
a sequence of notes played by a human musician to enable
(potentially) more dynamic melodies.
Tapping patterns with open-string notes usually creates a more
dynamic composition, however, regular guitars have limited
choice of six for the open-string notes. Using our system, it is
possible to use roots outside the six notes, enabling the pattern to
be more diverse and dynamically changing. While a musician
plays higher notes (figure 5, black dots), root notes can
constantly shift to create progressions in the bass (figure 5, red
dots). For example, if a segment is supposed be played on A
minor chord and on the third string, it is hard to achieve that since
the fourth open-string note is G. If we were not to use the robot,
either using a different string or omitting the G open-string note
is necessary in order to fit into the progression. However, with
the A root note played by the robot, we could keep the overall
flow of the phrase without needing to find other unwanted
alternatives.
The application of this strategy is not limited to tapping
sequences, and can potentially be used for creating five notes per
string (5 NPS) scale patterns, or making some other 4 NPS
patterns to be greatly playable. In the case of ascending notes on
a string, however, the control of the robots may need extra
attention as the software needs to know which string the
musician is skipping to after a maneuver on one string.

4.4 Open String Shift

4.2 Progression Guidance

Another way to incorporate our system in a novel composition is
to offset open-string notes for shifting standing wave harmonics.
Guitarists employ open-string harmonics for unique sonic
addition to their music, where normally the notes accessible by

Figure 4 illustrates a funk guitar example, where the robot keeps the
base chord progression. The musician can mix bass notes with lead
fills at the same time, and switch between robot- and human- played
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Table 1: Comments on how the robot has helped the participants’ practice from interviews and open commentaries.
such technique are limited to octaves (harmonics at the 5th and
they have to press (as described in the previous section). The
12th frets) or 5th intervals (harmonics at the 7th fret) from the open
participants were able to keep the overall coordination of music by
string notes. These only cover A, B, D, E, and G notes from the
controlling the robot’s action by actually fretting on the guitar, with
2nd octave, while it is possible to cover all the other notes (#A,
less complexity on the fretting hand. They only needed to press a single
C, #C, #D, F, #F, and #G) with the help of the robotic fingers.
note for C and G chords, none for Am, and two for F. This way they
can make chord transitions and progressions more easily while
5. PRELIMINARY USER STUDY
maintaining a strong agency.
We conducted a user study to examine our hypothesis that a temporary
We interviewed the participants with regards to their experiences,
acquisition of motor ability (through a robotic assistance) could lead to
challenges and their perceived competency (10-point scale) after each
an enhanced understanding or thinking around a task, and may as well
phase, and also videotaped the entire test sessions to observe their
result in practical improvements. That way, we could formulate future
behaviors over the course of the study. We particularly focused on
research connecting the hand’s ability to the cognitive unfolding
their guitar playing with respect to rhythm, sound control, stroke speed
throughout musical (or potentially other) processes – that lie beyond a
and intensity of their guitar playing, as well as any other noticeable
person’s intrinsic or present limitations in skills or physical aptitude.
behaviors.
The user study consisted of evaluating entry level guitar players for
5.1 Results and Discussion
two main reasons: to ensure we have enough participants to have a
meaningful number of observation, and to reduce variance in their skill
5.1.1 Competency in Musical Skill and Cognition
level and styles of playing. A total of 18 participants (nine male and
Overall, participants had different rates of learning and initial
female each with age ranging from 20 to 31) were recruited who had
skill levels, however, more than half (56%) of the participants
little to no experience with the guitar. The participants were given the
reported a significant improvement (more than 4-points
task to learn and play parts of one of three songs on a guitar: in order
difference) in their skill between phase 1 and 3. One participant
of increasing difficulty, Orange Sky by Alexi Murdoch (G-C-G-C, key
even reported feeling more competent in phase 3 compared to
shifted from the original song), She will be loved by Maroon 5 (C-Gphase 2, and three reported to have similar performances
Am-G), or Hey Jude by the Beatles (C-G- F-C-F-C-G-C). The song
between phase 2 and 3.
for each participant is chosen based on their prior experience with the
Table 1 summarizes our post-experiment survey on the
guitar, so that the task is challenging to the extent the participants are
helpfulness of the robot. 7 participants (39%) commented that
able to play somewhat decently but not perfectly within 30 minutes of
the robotic phase helped with understanding the sound and chord
practice.
progression. They explain that the robotic phase offered a
In order to see how the engagement with the robot changes the
reference for the correct sound as well as for the overall flow of
course of learning, we designed three consecutive phases of practice
the music – “the chord shift sequence became more familiar, and
sessions: 10 minutes with a regular electric guitar (phase 1), 10
the memory of smooth transition may have helped”. A more
minutes with the robot (phase 2 or robotic phase), and 6 minutes
important insight is that the augmentation phase did not only
without the robot again (phase 3). In the robotic phase, the robot
provide the physical capability to produce the intended musical
helped the participants playing chords by reducing the number of notes
patterns, but also provided an enhanced musical cognition as

Table 2: Summary of reported challenges from the participants after phase 1 and the robotic phase.
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commented by p2: “listening ability has increased”. This also
supports the initial hypothesis of our research that an augmented
ability can lead to better understanding of a (musical) task.
Table 2 summarizes challenges reported by the participants
after the first two phases. After the first phase, a majority of
participants reported difficulties regarding left-hand movements
(67%), chord transition (50%), and sound control (44%). After
the robotic phase, 11 participants (61%) reported the rhythm as
their main challenge – as opposed to only 3 responses in phase
1. The result implies that the offloading of left-hand movements
to the robot help them decompose [19] the learning task into
smaller manageable components (such as fretting, rhythm, and
chord sound). Participants commented that “the only challenges
(left) are my musical capability and rhythm”, and that “the robot
gives freedom to try different things”.
However, one result of our study that was unexpected is that a
decent portion of participants (6, 33%) showed practical
improvements in chord transitions, which also required
refinement in left-hand movements. This has also been shown in
post-test video analysis, where six participants clearly performed
better in chord transitions. We have two hypotheses that could
explain this: 1) the robotic phase helped the understanding of the
overall flow of the songs, or 2) the robotic phase allowed for
practicing the timing of the chord transitions in between strokes
– with the reduced number of notes to press. If the former is
correct, this result would imply that the improved perception of
a task can lead to practical improvements in skill. Studies in the
future would be helpful to verify the hypotheses and understand
the further effects of robotic assistance in physical tasks.

Figure 6: A ten-year old participant engaging with the
system, (left) head-banging and (right) commenting “this
is fun, papa” to his father. The study session was
conducted under approved COUHES procedures with
the supervision of the parents.
point in the past (figure 6), often because of the hard finger
movements required, frustration, and the resulting lack of
motivation. We have found that the augmented guitar play
provided by Guitar Machine helps participants with (re)vitalizing their motivation and improving their confidence for
learning the instrument. Comments from the participants include
“I was able to remember a time in my life that I had the feeling
of the progression”, “I learned that it is not crazy difficult”, and
it “motivated to learn more”. Contrary to the common belief that
an augmentation system demotivates users from improving their
own ability, the comments support an alternative view that they
could instead motivate and ease the users to stick with a
challenging learning task. The participants also made
suggestions for how to further design a learning process with our
system – by “gradually removing the robot”, “tune the robot so
a person can pick up the right habit”, or “train particular muscle
memory”.
We also observed that all participants immediately began to
play rhythmically in the robotic phase, and found the rhythm as
a new focus in their practice. The effect may be similar to the use
of training wheels on a bicycle, that prevent a rider from falling
and help them focus on other skillsets needed for biking
(pedaling, steering). Some participants also started to create the
correct chord sounds (no buzzing, no stringed accidentally
muted) after the robotic phase. As mentioned above, we
hypothesize the “reference sound” afforded by the robot
functioned as a demonstration to the user, and it could have
provided a clear motivation towards and security in attempting
to produce the music.

5.1.2 Engagement and Musical Experiment
We also observed participants showing signs of strong
engagement to the music – such as humming or moving their
body along with the music. This relates to the other participants
reporting in their surveys that the robotic phase gives confidence
(13, 72%) and enjoyment (4, 22%). One participant (p3)
articulated the experience as “the robot takes (me) off conscious
learning state, and I started to enjoy”.
Another interesting tendency we observed was increased
frequency of explorative maneuvers demonstrated by several
participants – trying new techniques or extra notes in
combination with the chords used for the test. In the robotic
phase, one participant began to experiment with new techniques,
such as slapping or plucking on the strings. He would not have
been able to do so without the robot, because of his limited
experience in playing the guitar. We also observed a few
participants trying to utilize the robot’s hammering on the strings
for novel effects, in other words, the characteristics of the system
facilitated different ways the guitar can be played. These
observations preface our research around fast-forward musical
explorations not only through making new abilities accessible
with the Guitar Machine, but also by observing how “playing
with abled-hands” can affect and enhance a user’s overall
engagement with the instrument. Our study showed positive
initial signs – the participants internalizing the supposed sound
and the musical flow, and thinking beyond afterwards. The
relationship between afforded mechanisms to produce sound and
how users, advanced musicians in particular, shape the course of
creative exploration or composition would deserve more indepth attention in future research.

5.1.4 Perception of Technologically Acquired Skills
In open commentary, participants described how they perceived
the robot in various ways: as a teacher, as a partner, and
something that has a strong bond with them. A participant
commented that he felt “handicapped” (p5) once phase 3
started. He also mentioned “I was anticipating the robot would
switch before me, somehow subconsciously… (although)
obviously I knew that I have to switch before the robot (in phase
2)”. Could this imply that the participants were able to establish
a strong connection with the robot, and subconsciously extend
their planning-action loop to include the actions by the robot?
Ten of the other participants perceived the robot as a partner or
teacher – describing that they learned from it or had to
consciously coordinate with it through close observation. These
somewhat opposing views of the robot-as-an-extension and
robot-as-a-partner could be a duality idiosyncratic to robotic
systems that act in synchrony with and in response to a user. A
robotic augmentation system can take varying degrees of
initiative – from following the user’s intention, to providing
feedback to the user.

5.1.3 Confidence and Motivation
Many children begin to learn musical instruments each year,
however, few continue to play over time [18]. Many factors are
known to play a role in this, but motivation is of central
importance for those who persist with their training. Our subjects
included several participants who gave up playing guitar at some
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6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented Guitar Machine, a robotic augmentation
system that collaboratively plays the guitar with a human musician.
The system allows a musician or a learner to perform movement
patterns that are not accessible otherwise, and therefore enables
musical performances beyond their physiological or skill limits. We
showcased use strategies and musical phrases that can only be realized
with our system, but are not limited to the ones presented.
The user study examines the effect of our system on the experience
of beginners. The results suggest that the system helped the
participants decompose and focus separately on multiple aspects of the
task, as well as achieve a better musical understanding in terms of
rhythm and sound. This work is presented as a case study for a larger
topic around robotic augmentation for creative processes. In addition
to facilitating improvement and better understanding of a musical task,
an augmentation system can enable explorative activities by
offloading physical or mental load, and by affording new ways to go
about the task with novel characteristics of the system. A future study
with more advanced players would be greatly helpful in examining the
exploratory aspect of the presented type of systems. And towards that,
the Guitar Machine system would need to undergo improvements in
terms of enabling more number of actors, other complex sound
generating mechanisms, and ways to provide more nuanced control by
and feedback to users.
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8. Appendix
Please refer to our supplementary data that includes recordings of
samples illustrated in the paper
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